Phase V Burn Prop Completes First Class
The Draeger Phase V Burn Prop has been approved to start fire behavior training. It consists of a six-hour class that provides classroom and interactive learning to provide valuable information on current fire behavior scenarios. DSFS has trained several Interior Fire Instructors on the safe and effective practices of this prop. For more information on how your department can schedule this training, contact Training Administrator Tucker Dempsey.

EMT ACCELERATED CLASS
Twenty out of 22 EMT students have completed the summer Accelerated EMT class at DSFS-Kent Division. The 160+ hour, five-day a week class is coming to an end. Good luck on your National Registry Exam!

MAYDAY TRAINING
May Day training is still available for in-service classes. DSFS has provided instruction to over 22 departments, giving over 200 Firefighters MAYDAY training to meet the needs of firefighter survival and current County and future State MAYDAY policies. To schedule training, contact Training Administrator John Wilson.

JUNIOR FIRE CAMP
The 1st Annual Junior Fire Camp was held at DSFS Kent Division on June 26-28, 2017. Over 45 young adults, ages 13 to 17, were in attendance from all over the State of Delaware. The Camp learned about fire, rescue, marine, history, and had a Fire Station visit.

CAMP FURY
Camp Fury Delaware is scheduled for August 19 & 20, 2017. It is open to any female between the ages of 13 and 17. This camp is run by Female Emergency Services Staff. The Camper will learn about Fire, Rescue, EMS, Law Enforcement, Emergency Management, and Emergency Communications as it pertains to females who work within those scope of services. Any questions, contact Training Administrator Vincent Miller.